TAO Downtown
New York, NY
Architect: Rockwell Group
Lighting Designer: Focus Lighting, Inc.
Photography: Warren Jagger
Size of Project: 22,000 square feet
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T

ucked under the Maritime Hotel
in New York’s Meatpacking
District, Rockwell Group envisioned
TAO Downtown as a modern,
underground speakeasy with Asian
influences. Focus Lighting’s lighting
design guides the visitors’ procession
through the space with a sense of
drama, bringing the space alive with
punches of light that reveal found
“artifacts” scattered about TAO.

Ink Bar

Integrated lighting ties each of
the unique spaces together within
the
22,000-square-foot
dining
experience. Accents add a sense
of drama and reveal intricate
architectural details, artifacts, and
hand-painted murals. “By carefully
analyzing the visitors’ primary
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Lounge Bar
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Grand Stairs

viewpoints, we were able to create a lighting design
that guides their exploration of the space, providing
a new experience at every turn,” says Focus Lighting
founder, Paul Gregory. Rockwell Group worked with
Focus Lighting to custom design decorative fixtures
that radiate TAO’s speakeasy aesthetic and provide an
apparent source of light.
In the tiered dining area, downlights were integrated
into the decorative pendants to reduce the quantity of
fixtures needed, creating a cleaner space and shifting
the focus toward the grand dining space. The lighting
design in the main dining hall works to emphasize the
size and richness of the materials within the space.
Here, five layers of light are used to sculpt the main
attraction - the 20-foot-tall Quanyin statue.

Lounge Stairs

In the Ink Bar, linear LEDs integrated into the bar
uplight and reveal the texture of the brick and bring
out the rich graffiti art as the main feature of the
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Sushi Bar

space. Stone columns are
lit dramatically to expose
their ornate detailing
and
provide
contrast
among
the
candlelit
tables. LED sources are
used throughout to light
sur faces.
Combined
with the strategic use
of incandescent sources
to accent tables and
illuminate
decorative
fixtures, this provides
a warm, ambient light
throughout the space.
By composing multiple
layers of light in addition
to
highlighting
the
artifacts within the space,
the
lighting
scheme
awakens the visitors’ sense
of wonder as they explore
the many spaces within
TAO. ■
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Cocktail Nook

New lightweight high-performance concrete screens replaced the parking garage façade, backed by a custom detail
of acrylic sheets and dimmable linear LED lighting, which also maintains code required ventilation. Mockups ensured
that undulations in the panels create a moiré effect when walking by. Direct view to the twinkle lighting integrated in
the trellis is intentionally obscured from this side to reduce glare for neighbors. Uplights create a vertical presence.

AKA
Boutique Hotel
Beverly Hills, California
Design Team: Koning Eizenberg Architecture, Asfour Guz y Architects,
Pamela Bur ton & Company Landscape Architecture
Lighting Designer: Oculus Light Studio
Photo Credits: Eric Staudenmaier, Oculus Light Studio
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Concealed exterior gobo projectors
illuminate the green walls flanking
the screen with a leaf pattern effect.
The sparkle of the twinkle LEDs in the
trellis is apparent from the perspective
of the porte-cochère. Concealed LED
tapelight outlines the planters.

W

hen AKA expanded their chain of boutique
luxur y extended stay hotels to the West
Coast of the United States, they teamed up with
designers who were known for their out-ofthe-box thinking and their interest in creating
one-of-a-kind environments. The remodel of an
existing apartment building posed significant
constraints that the design team had to contend
with in creative ways.
Nestled in the heart of Beverly Hills, California,
AKA offers furnished units with fully-equipped
kitchens, fireplaces and balconies with a view
of the famous Hollywood Hills. CEO of Korman
Communities and president of AKA, Larry
Korman himself grew up in a house designed
by Louis Kahn, so his design preferences
developed early on in favor of clean, bold lines
and a deceivingly simple aesthetic.
His dedication to maintaining a high standard
of exceptional design is what allows the AKA
hotels to offer their guests an unparalleled
experience at the same level of excellence
across all of their locations. AKA commissioned
the design team consisting of Koning Eizenberg
Architecture, Asfour Guz y Architects, Pamela
Burton & Company Landscape Architecture, and
Oculus Light Studio to transform an existing
apartment building from its dated transitional
and easy Southern California style into a bold
and contemporar y world-class destination.
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To create a unique look, continuous LED wall grazers around the perimeter of the lobby
illuminate the Venetian plaster, while shallow, circular prefabricated cove lights create a dramatic
feature element. The shallow depth of these fixtures allowed them to fit under existing piping,
ductwork, and structural beams. Low profile LED adjustable accent lights highlight the artwork.

Oculus Light Studio sought to provide a lighting design
that would complement AKA’s self-described mission
of “balancing the style and hospitality of an intimate
hotel with the space and comfort of a fully appointed
luxur y condominium”. The goal of the exterior lighting
design was to give the property a distinguished night
time presence while being sensitive to the adjacent
residential community. At the same time, the interior
would reflect the sophistication and livability of the AKA
brand.
The lighting of the previous existing apartment building
was dark in general and lacking in visual interest and
drama. The porte-cochère was illuminated with officetype recessed fixtures which produced a flat and
monotonous tone, while the lobby had poorly-aimed
fixtures that cluttered the ceiling. Fixtures in the guest
rooms were awkwardly located, and the landscape was
unmaintained and overgrown.
Oculus’ solution for transforming the building included
custom details for backlighting a tall high-strength
concrete screen at the entr y, flanked by two goboilluminated green walls. The facades at the upper levels
would be uplit for a vertical presence. This would give
guests a sense of arrival when they reach the portcochère, from which point they could enter the lobby
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Similar LED downlights with bronze trims blend in with the wood ceilings. The existing
halogen- and incandescent-based dimming system was adapted to the new LED lighting
with the use of appropriate interfaces. The 0.74W/sqft lighting power density is well under
the California’s Title 24 requirement and is a significant reduction from the existing lobby.

where the low ceiling is graced with large circular
oculi and the Venetian plaster walls are illuminated
with concealed wall-grazers. At the third level terrace,
small-scale LED lights on a staggered grid adorn the
trellis to provide a sparkle and soft glow to complement
the softly uplit palm trees. Most interior spaces were
specificed with warm-color LED temperature downlights
to maintain an intimate hospitality atmosphere.
In working with the architects on the new hotel design,
Oculus was able to successfully integrate the lighting
architecturally to create an effortless look, but it was
not without a number of significant challenges. The first
was that the parking garage above the main lobby and
guest amenity spaces created issues with ceiling heights
and plenum depths. Oculus and the contractors went
to great lengths to specify and install shallow fixtures
to accommodate the minimal allowance in a way that
would produce a sense of more space by illuminating
the ceilings and walls.
The existing dimming system was originally installed for
controlling incandescent lamps. Oculus devised a multifaceted system with cross-brand power adapters and
inter faces to link the new LED fixtures with the existing
dimming controls, with significant savings compared to
installing an entirely new control system.
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The twinkle lights cap the lighting effect at the terrace, with the concrete screen, parking garage and fountain
lighting in one composition. Larger downlights concealed on the beams, illuminate the planter below. All the
conduit and wiring is concealed in the larger beams and columns or painted to match on top of the trellis.
Guests can gaze at the California nightscape and the Hollywood sign, while enjoying their evening wine.

The city of Beverly Hills also
expected that the lighting for the
new AKA hotel would be respectful
to the surrounding residential
neighborhood, so Oculus specified
timeclock controls for the exterior
lighting to automatically dim at
dusk. The small LED lights at the
third level terrace were located and
aimed specifically so that they would
still be visible from the lower level
porte-cochère but not from the
neighboring residences.

A lighting statement is made in the gym, where the parking garage
ramp above the 7’-6” ceiling eliminated any available recessed depth.
Two low-profile (0.5” by 0.5”) LED strips do the job.

Ultimately, the lighting design
succeeds as an integral part of the
architectural design in creating a
unique, elegant and striking visual
identity for the AKA hotel, while
being respectful of its surrounding
community. It remains true to
the client’s vision for a clean and
uncluttered look that effortlessly
exudes a sense of sophisticated
luxur y. ■
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William Kent
Exhibition
Victoria and Albert Museum, London
Exhibition Design: Hara Clark
Client: Victoria and Alber t Museum, London
Lighting Design: David Atk inson Lighting Design
Scenographics: Fernando Lai Couto
Graphic Design: V&A
Photo Credits: Nick Wood
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D

avid Atkinson Lighting Design (DALD)
recently completed the lighting design for
the ‘ William Kent: Designing Georgian Britain’
exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.
William Kent (1685-1748) was the leading architect
and designer of early Georgian Britain. A polymath,
he turned his hand from painting to designing
sculpture, architecture, interior decoration,
furniture, metalwork, book illustration, theatrical
design, costume and landscape gardens.
This is the UK’s first ever full-scale exhibition
to reflect the comprehensive range of Kent’s
talents and his important role in defining a new
national style. The exhibition brings together
nearly 200 examples of William Kent’s work
including architectural drawings, spectacular gilt
furniture, designs for landscape gardens, as well
as paintings, illustrated books and Kent’s model
for the Royal Palace that was never built.
The exhibition designers Hara Clark brief to DALD
was for the lighting to create a sensitive yet
theatrical approach to the exhibition, as well as
adhering to the strict conser vation constraints.
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Hara Clark’s exhibition design concept
creates a “journey through the pages of
Kent’s sketchbook” from his early studies in
Italy through to his interiors and landscapes
that would define an era.
The visitors embark on the journey of
Kent’s design development as they
progress through the exhibition. By
using printed fabric gauze layers which
are punctured with vistas, Hara Clark has
set up a circuitous and folded pathway,
bringing the visitors past a series of object
groupings. This way the visitor approaches
the displays from a variety of angles and
subsequent groupings allow layering and
vistas to be composed.
The gauzes are printed with Kent’s
designs at full scale, using both his hand
sketches and finished etchings these large
backdrops give a sense of scale and context
to the displays of his furniture from country
houses such as Houghton Hall. DALD chose
to cross light the gauzes with soft focused
break up gobos in varying hues of subtle
colour, which help to create texture as well
as help to accentuate interesting vistas
through the gauzes.
The primar y vista running through all the
layers is set up at in the introduction with
a long view towards the silver chandelier
designed for King George II, which is back
lit by a cool white (4000 Kelvin) source. This
series of apertures frames particular views
and combined with the semi-transparent
layers allows glimpses of what is to come
as the visitor progresses.
When the visitor finally arrives in the
‘Elysium’ area which examines Kent’s work
as father of the English landscape garden,
the space set up as a place of rest and view,
they are invited to turn around, whereupon
the reverse view of the vista is revealed, and
we see the portrait of William Kent himself,
looking back at us. To help accentuate the
external theme, soft leaf gobo patterns
are projected across the floor to give the
impression of light streaming through the
trees.
DALD chose a relatively simple lighting
pallet, which consisted of Light Projects
Toucan fixtures fitted with a combination of
spreader and diffuser lenses and IRC lamps
to illuminate objects, prints, paintings and
text panels, ETC Zoom profiles & Selecon
Fresnel’s fitted with Metal Halide lamps
and glass filters to illuminate the gauze
panels and floor.
Through the simple use of subtle hues of
colour and intensity the lighting helps to
give the exhibition a real sense of depth
and perspective. ■
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VIVO LED Tunable Food spotlights provide targeted, yet gentle illumination of fruit and vegetables

Spar Flagship
Store
Budapest, Hungary
Lighting Solutions: Zumtobel
Architect: LAB5
Photo Credits: Batár Zsolt
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For the new market hall of the Spar retail chain in Budapest, Zumtobel has
implemented an efficient LED lighting concept for presenting the goods to
optimum effect while creating an appealing ambience that makes customers
feel at ease and encourages them to buy.

T

he new flagship store of the Spar retail chain situated
at Budapest’s “MOM-Park” is a market hall with a
sophisticated architectural design where the emphasis is
to provide customers with a unique shopping experience.
With this goal in mind, the Budapest-based architects’
studio LAB5 devel-oped a wave-shaped wooden ceiling
structure for the 2000 m² supermarket that merges with
the wall shelving, accentuating the spacious open-plan
room structure. The wood creates a pleasant natural
atmosphere that makes customers feel at ease. The store
layout is characterised by free-standing retail islands
and counters, where customers can explore the goods
displayed and obtain advice. The walkways have been
designed so that customers who are in a hurr y can

proceed di-rectly to the POS terminals via so-called “togo counters” situated at the entrance. In addition, large
counters manned by sales staff are situated along an
extended route through the market for shop-pers who
are willing spend more time. The aim of this concept is to
increase customer satisfaction. A significant part of the
unique shopping experience in the Spar flagship store
is due to the lighting, which not only sets the stage for
optimum presentation of the goods, but also creates an
inviting ambience that makes customers stay and feel at
ease. In close coordination with the architects, Zumtobel
has implemented an efficient LED lighting solution that
completely blends into the interior and ensures optimum
presentation of the products using accent lighting.

For illuminating the wine racks, Zumtobel has opted for efficient high-performance LED spotlights:
swivelling VIVO LED spotlights presenting the products to optimum effect are
unobtrusively built into the wooden ceiling structure
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The Budapest-based architects’ studio LAB5 developed a wave-shaped wooden ceiling structure for the
2000 m² supermarket that merges with the wall shelving, enhancing the spacious open-plan room structure
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Visual highlighting of individual
produc t groups ensures attrac tive
produc t presentation and mak es
it easier for shoppers to find their
way within the store. Moreover,
the freshness of the food displayed is emphasised by targeted
use of specific colour spec trums.
For illuminating the fresh food
depar tment and the wine racks,
Zumtobel has opted for efficient
high-per formance LED spotlights:
swivelling VIVO LED “ Tunable Food”
spotlights and CARDAN “ Tunable
Food” recessed luminaires provide
high-precision
accent
lighting
in order to present sensitive
foodstuffs such as meat and fish
to optimum effec t. Zumtobel’s
“ Tunable Food” LED concept allows
product-specific illumination and
effective presentation of goods.
Thanks to innovative technology,
the per fect colour temperature can
be adjusted directly at the spotlight,
with ten colour settings already
pre-programmed. This ensures an
authentic look of the products with
per fectly uniform light distribution.
Furthermore, IR- and UV-free lighting
provided by LED luminaires is gentle
on fresh food and reduces harmful
ther-mal output, ensuing that fruit
and vegetables remain luscious and
meats stay fresh longer.
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Uniform ambient lighting – as shown here above the POS terminals – is provided by TECTON, a flexible
continuous-row LED system integrating batten luminaires, light sources and reflectors with-in its trunking

Facts & figures on the Zumtobel products used
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VIVO LED

LED spotlight for accent lighting; swivelling spotlight; excellent
colour rendering, choice of per fect light colour and glare control;
luminous flux: up to 4210 lm; colour temperature: 3000 K or 4200 K ;
IR- and UV-free light

CARDAN LED

Ceiling-recessed LED luminaire for accent lighting; patented
reflector/lens system allows high-precision beam patterns; passive
cooling of lighting head for gentle illumination; dimmable;
luminous flux: 1700 lm; colour rendering: RA > 90; UVA- and IR-free
lighting; lighting head swivels through 30 degrees

TECTON LED

Continuous-row LED system with trunking, integrating power
supply, lighting control and connection to emergency lighting;
four different optics; per fect light control; optionally with daylightbased control, presence detection or movement sensors; luminaire
efficiency up to 104 lm/W; colour temperature: 3000 K and 4000 K ;
colour rendering: Ra>80

Baked goods, the wines on offer and the cheese counter
are presented to optimum effect by the VIVO LED and
CARDAN LED spotlights featuring built-in “Stable White”
technology in a colour temperature of 3000 K. The market
hall’s uniform ambient lighting is provided by TEC TON, a
flex-ible continuous-row LED system integrating batten
luminaires, light sources and reflectors within its trunking.
This allows for easy installation and reduces maintenance
costs. TEC TON has been mainly installed as individual light
ribbons in the wooden ceiling and between the shelves,
which allows the luminaires to blend decoratively into the
interior, underlining the character of the room.
Another benefit of the LED lighting solution fitted at the
Spar market in Budapest is its high energy-saving potential.
By using LED luminaires, at least 40 percent of energy can
be saved, as com-pared to a conventional luminaire system.
In addition, LED luminaires by Zumtobel boast a ser vice life
of at least 50,000 hours – the LED lighting solution therefore
requires virtually no maintenance. ■

Baked goods are presented to optimum effect by the VIVO LED and CARDAN LED spotlights
featuring built-in “Stable White” technology in a colour temperature of 3000 K.
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Exhibition Room 2 and 3

Rajdumnern
Contemporary
Art Center
(RCAC(
Bangkok, Thailand

Lighting Design: Lighting & Equipment Public Company Limited (L&E)
Architecture and Interior Design: Sompoom Tangchupong,
Pornpas Siricururatana, Sininar t Kotruchin
Lighting Suppliers: L&E, Zumtobel Staff, Thorn
Writer: Suchanan Ngamwutthiwong
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T

he Rajdumnern Contemporar y Art Center (RCAC) is a recent art museum
in Bangkok, Thailand, operated by the Office of Contemporar y Art and
Culture, the Ministr y of Culture. It is a four-storey building located on the
historical road, Rajdumnern; and next to Nitasrattanakosin Museum. The
main purpose of this museum is to provide an experimental space for the
contemporar y artworks from Thai artists as well as international exhibitions
for the general public and students to gain the knowledge about art. Lighting
designers of L&E have developed this project together with the architect
and interior designer, Sompoom Tangchupong, Pornpas Siricururatana and
Sininart Kotruchin; on both facade lighting and interior lighting.
RCAC is one of 15 old commercial buildings from 1937 in the period of Prime
Minister Field Marshal Plaek Phibunsongkhram. The neoclassical architecture,
symmetrical axis and classic proportion are shown in the building’s
ornaments, which represents “modern” from its minimum ornament,
celebrating the nation’s new “democracy ”. At the same time it could also be
considered as the symbol of nationalism. Under the Crown Property Bureau
possessed with historical location and conser vation building’s criteria, the
refurbishing of the building must be under their control. The renovation for
the art centre was done in the most modest way as a mark of respect for the
existing building. Besides that, the exterior lighting should be in harmony
with its neighbour - Nitasrattanakosin Museum.
The building has been changed to a vast loft space. This open circulation
concept allows the curator to design the exhibitions or galleries. As explained
by the architect that “this building is finished as unfinished, to leave the
space for users to create, to think and to question by his/her own words.”

Exhibition Room 1 and Reception
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Exhibition Room 7 on the 4 th floor

The identifiable element of the historical building is presented in
the interior elements; concrete sur face wall, exposed brick texture
and exposed existing structure. Some existing walls between
each building were removed to create vertical connectivity while
extension parts were added in order to support heavy infrastructure
such as elevators, toilets, machine rooms and storages. Modern
with industrial looks and luminaires will generate modern space
as the architect’s intention and harmonise with the architecture
style. Within 5,600 square metres, there is an Exhibition Room 1
(300 square metres) including a screen room for other activities
such as lecture and per formance located on the first floor. On
the mezzanine, which is connected to the first floor by the void
in the middle, there are Exhibition Rooms 2 and 3. The second
floor is the library and workshop room. Exhibition Rooms 6 and 7
are located on the third floor with a space of 306 and 558 square
metres. At this area, the wooden roof structure and skylight are
used to create the extraordinar y exhibition space and it reduces
the power consumption during daytime. On the fourth floor, a 150
square metres multifunctional room with other facilities is placed.
The initial concept of the lighting design gave main consideration
on artwork preser vation such as the UV radiation and lighting
intensity. For this reason, the LED bulb is an effective option
for the project because of low UV emission rate and less power
consumption. Each art material also requires a different quantity
of light in order to be preser ved and that can be controlled by
DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Inter face) system.
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Exhibition Room 7 on the 4 th floor

The museum function is another consideration; most of the
exhibitions are temporar y ; therefore, flexible lighting such as
track lighting is required. This accent lighting will focus on the
exhibited artwork to attract attention and guide visitors through
the exhibition space. Entirely interior spaces are designed using
cool white colour temperature to provide a contemporar y scene
for different types of contemporar y art movements. In every
exhibition area and workshop, motion sensors are used in order
to save energy during uncongested periods.
The MR16 LEDs with Super system tracks were installed throughout
the exhibition areas providing accent spot to the art pieces,
which attracts the eyes of visitors. Meanwhile, the fluorescent
LED modules can be installed and removed to provide general
ambience; for example in the librar y and workshop rooms. This 3
circuit track-mounted installation provides the further adjustment
for the owner to create light scenes by installing into these circuit
tracks. Moreover, the designer has designed the programmed
scenes for energy saving which can be adjusted for the suitable
brightness of each function.
About L&E
L&E is a lighting equipment manufacturer and lighting solutions
provider based in Bangkok, Thailand. We have been specialised
in lighting and have been involved in many prominent projects
in Thailand and Asian countries for more than 20 years. For more
information, please visit www.lighting.co.th. ■
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JUNG LS 990 High-Quality
Brass Switches
By JUNG

Photo Credits: JUNG

T

he classic JUNG LS 990 switches a new look with
high-quality brass in the three noble variations
Classic, Antique and Dark – the perfect symbiosis
between clear form and dignified elegance.
The classic square shape with narrow frame and large
rocker switches harmonises ideally with the likewise
very classical brass shades. All three versions have an
extremely aesthetic effect due to the high-quality material
and their respective colouring. The Classic, Antique and
Dark shades become a special accessory in a noble and
exclusive ambience.
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Thanks to its high quality and clear shape, the LS 990
switch range has already proved its worth for more than
40 years. The classic form of this switch with its narrow
frame fits harmoniously into any surroundings. Purist
elegance in thermosetting plastic or genuine metal lend
this series a touch of class. A wide variety of applications
are possible thanks to the wide functional spectrum. Thus,
architecturally demanding visions can be consistently put
into practice. The single to fivefold frames can be fitted
horizontally or vertically.
For more information, please visit www.jung.de/en/.

LED Luminaires
for Outdoor and
Emergency Lighting
By AZ e-lite
www.azelite.com

LF212

LF424

LF212S

LF424S

Photo Credits: AZ e-lite
The AZCESS LED Surface Mounted Lighting fixtures are perfect replacements for 2-feet and 4-feet T8 fluorescent
fixtures. The LFB series come with additional battery backup power, ensuring a minimum of 3 hours lighting during a
power failure. The LF-S series come with dual motion sensors, consuming only 30% of energy in absence of human
traffic to provide further operational savings.
Applications
• Outdoor lighting (corridor, staircase, walkway,		
lift lobby, etc.)
• Carpark lighting
• Emergency lighting (corridor, staircase, 		
escape tunnel, etc.)
Solid Metal Housing
• Electrolytic zinc coated steel with PR12 		
powder coating prevents colour degradation
• Anti-rust
• Complies with IP54
• Prevents unsightly pest entry

Total Performance
• High performance driver and LED module
• 50,000 hours long life span
• Low power consumption of 9W (LF212) and 		
21W (LF424)
Additional Functions
• Optional sensors mounted on both ends to provide
bi-directional sensing; perfect for stairwells and
walkway applications
• Emergency lighting deployment with additional battery
backup power, ensuring at least 3 hours of lighting
during a power failure
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Reliable and Energy
Efficient Outdoor
Lighting Solutions
By ACME

BW-363 VW/CW/WW
BW-363 VW/CW/WW, which consists of 36 pieces
of 3W CREE LEDs with specially designed lens,
delivers an outstanding output and saturated
color mixing effect. The state-of-the-art design
and high performance fixture is perfect for the
illumination of buildings, bridges, stadiums,
landscapes, theme parks and more.
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Combined with high technology and the feedback from users,
BW-363 VW/CW/WW also features a photocell (light sensor)
which enables the unit to light up automatically according the
darkness level of the surrounding environment; and can also tur n
off automatically based on the set-up hours after the unit is lit
up. Thus making the units more user-friendly and energy-saving.

The IP66 rated high quality die-cast aluminum
housing highlights excellent heat ventilation,
guaranteeing reliable performance under harsh
environments. Simple installation and easy service
makes this light more cost-effective and has a
better price-performance ratio than other similar
products.

Specifications:
Light Source: 36x3W CREE White LED
Color temperature: WW: 2900-3200K; CW: 5300-5900K;
VW: 2900-5600K
Lumen Output : > 5490lm
Power Consumption: 104W
IP Rating: IP66
Dimensions: 453 x 114 x 333mm
Weight: 10.4Kgs

Specially designed power and DMX compartment
from ACME arc makes the wire connection much
easier for the installer in the environments that
the main power and DMX cables are ready inside
the buildings or inside the tube underground.
Equipped with touch-panel LED display for easy
set-up navigation, users operate this light more
conveniently just by moving their fingers.

Features:
• Ideal replacement for the outdoor or metal halide fixtures –
produces powerful and consistent light output, making it
efficient and cost-effective
• Die-cast housing and thermal control for reliable performance
• LED touch-panel display for easy set-up navigation
• Ideal for the illumination of buildings, bridges, stadiums,
landscapes, theme parks and more

BP-183 CW/WW
BP-183 CW/WW is made up of 18 pieces of 3W
CREE White LEDs with a higher luminous flux up
to 2500lm and a specially designed lens to bring
an absolutely revolutionary lighting experience and
projecting effect. The projector features lower power
consumption while providing more light output,
which makes it energy efficient and economically
friendly as a competitive characteristic with other
similar products.
A compact design with great heat ventilation in a
rugged die-cast aluminum housing ensures reliable
performance under harsh environment, and the
IP66 protective rating guarantees the best and
most comprehensive protection for the fixture and
body.
W ith the combination of the latest optic technology
and electrical developing achievements, a new
light sensor Photocell is used so that these lights
can light up automatically when the surrounding
environment is getting dark. Both of AC & DMX
dimming are available for BP-183 CW/WW.
Multiple functionality and flexible optic design
enables this building projector to be well received in
a variety of applications such as outdoor buildings,
statues, landscapes, hotels, gardens etc.

Specifications:
Light Source: 18 x 3W CREE White LED
Color temperature: CW: 5300-5900K WW: 2900-3200K
Lumen Output: > 2500lm
Power Consumption: 45W
IP Rating: IP66
Dimensions: 303 x 261 x 162mm
Weight: 4.2Kgs
Features:
• Direct replacement for the outdoor halogen or metal halide
fixtures – the LED Spotlight is designed for accent and
decorative lighting applications; however, in a more efficient
and cost-effective way
• Compact design with great heat dissipation in a rugged diecast aluminum housing ensures reliable performance under
harsh environments
• Easy installation and easy setup with LED touch-panel display
• W ith Photocell (light sensor) feature, units can light up
automatically when the environment is getting dark
• A nice design to put diffusion filters for changing beam angles
• Both AC & DMX dimming are available
For more information, please visit www.acme.com.cn.
Photo Credits: ACME arc
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Stylish Street
Lighting Solutions
By Salvi

LOGOS

Innovative LED luminaire for road and street lighting, and other installations,
which require an economic and stylish solution for high efficient lighting.
TECHNICAL FEATURES:
• DRIVER ELECTRONIC-LED integrated
• PMMA diffuser high resistance and transparency
• Version 16 or 32 high efficiency LEDs
• Color temperature: 3000k / 4000k
• Performance: ŋ 91%
• Life time: >50.000 h (est.)
• Electronic efficiency ≥90%
• Power: 21W to 81W
• Lumen Output: 2600lm to 10000lm
• Average Efficiency: 140 lm/W
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STRUCTURE:
• Diameter (mm) Ø420
• Height (mm) 88
• Aluminum injection housing
• HOR / TOP in the same terminal D60 mm
• Light pollution index ULR <0.1%
• IP66 / IK09 / Class I
• Color: Silver G2
• Standard EN 60598 / IEC 55015

TOWN

Outdoor LED luminaire with a heat-sink integrated as part of its high-tech design. Its versatility and wide range of
optical units, makes of it the ideal solution for a large variety of urban environments. Superb high optical performance
and thermally optimized thanks to an innovative cooling system.
TECHNICAL FEATURES:
• No. LEDs: 42
• Led technology High Efficiency
• Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) diffuser
• Colour temperature: 3000k/4000k
• Luminous flux: from 2890 to 11676 lm
• Power consumption: 116W (Máx.)
• FHS <0.1% / IP66 / IK09 / Class I
• Power: 23W to 117W
• Lumen Output: 3000lm to 14000lm
• Average efficiency: 140 lm/W

STRUCTURE:
• Dimensions (mm): 430×115
• Cast-aluminium housing
• Pole mounting: female conn. ØINT M60 – ØEXT M76
• Post-top, side or wall mounting
• Surface finish: Epoxy primer and bi-component
• polyurethane paint oven cured
• Colour: Grey G1, Silver G2 / Black N1

WALK

A luminaire with a smart and neutral design, very convenient
for illuminating large open areas such as gardens, parks,
walkways and historical sites. A moder n looking luminaire
with an innovative cooling system integrated as part of its
design.
TECHNICAL FEATURES:
• No. LEDs: 42
• Led technology High Efficiency
• Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) diffuser
• Colour temperature: 3000k / 4000k
• Luminous flux: from 2890 to 11676 lm
• Power consumption: 116W (Máx.)
• FHS <0.1% / IP66 / IK09 / Class I
• Power: 23W to 117W
• Lumen Output: 3000lm to 14000lm
• Average efficiency: 140 lm/W
STRUCTURE:
• Dimensions (mm): 430×115
• Cast-aluminium housing
• Pole mounting: female conn. ØINT M60- ØEXT M76
• Post-top, side or wall mounting.
• Surface finish: Epoxy primer and polyurethane.
• Colour: Grey G1/Silver 2/Black N1.
• Standard EN 60598-1 / IEC 55015.
For more information, please visit www.salvi.es/en/.
Photo Credit: Salvi
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New PowerMission
LED Street Lighting
By Ligman Lighting Co., Ltd

Engineered from the base up with environmental consciousness and energy
efficiency in mind, LIGMAN’s PowerMission series, developed specifically
to fulfill the demanding conditions of road and street lighting applications,
are highly flexible and can be easily retrofitted onto existing street lighting
infrastructure making it a state-of-the-art technology that is practical and
affordable.  Industry leading optical technology that minimizes light pollution
and optimizes light distribution ensures that only the targeted areas are
illuminated, reducing unwanted light trespass and sky glow. This characteristic
ensures PowerMission’s compliance to the Dark Sky requirements.  A high
quality die-casted aluminum casing not only houses the control gear and the
light modules but it also acts as the primary thermal management device,
eliminating the need for additional and sometimes bulky heat sinks while
improving the overall performance and extending the life span of the LEDs.
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LED. All Ligman PowerMission products are supplied with
10kA exter nal surge protection device in additional to the
surge protection built in to the control gear as an extra
safety measure.
Energy Efficient & Management
Ligman PowerMission ranges are relatively comparable in
replacing the higher wattage conventional lamp for Road
and Street lighting luminaire raging from 70W-150W250W-400W MH or HPS with low energy consumption
and with higher lm/w value. Energy consumption must
take into account that means, “Less energy consumption
with higher light output”. PowerMission 2 applicable for
small scale to medium of type of road or street lighting
condition, PowerMission 3 applicable for medium to Large
scale of Road condition and PowerMission 4 are intended
for Large scale of road condition.

Product Features
• High per fo rmin g l u m i n a i re for a c om pe t i t i ve v a lu e
• Highly efficient opt i c s provi de s e xc e l l e n t i l l u m in a t io n
unifor mit y
• Ext reme flexibi l i t y i n c u st om i zi n g produ c t for s p e c if ic
needs
• Too l- free access t o t h e c on t rol ge a r c om pa rt m e n t
• Quick release c on n e c t ors a n d re m ova bl e c ont ro l g e a r
t r ay for quick tool -l e ss m a i n t e n a n c e
• Easy t o inst all a n d m a i n t a i n
• Inno vat iv e t he rm a l m a n a ge m e n t syst e m p ro v id e s
lo nger LED life t i m e
• Up t o 10 0,0 00 h ou r ra t e d l i f e
• Comes st andard w i t h 10k A e xt e r n a l su rge pro t e c t io n
dev ice
• Po wer Mission 3 a n d P ow e rM i ssi on 4 c om e s s t a n d a rd
wit h DALI and 1-10V di m m i n g c on t rol s re a dy
• Opt imized t o i m prove e n e rgy e ff i c i e n c y, l i gh t q u a lit y
and reliabilit y o f st re e t l i gh t i n g syst e m s
• Specifically engi n e e re d f or st re e t a n d roa dw a y lig h t in g
applicat io ns un de r t h e m ost c h a l l e n gi n g c on d it io n s

PowerMission are adoptable to DALI or 0-10V dimming
system. Simple applications switch on-off timer switching
this can be equipped with Photocell, due to the demand
in energy efficient management system LIGMAN equipped
PowerMission as an option for WRMS (W ireless Remote
Control Monitoring System), this system is based on
RF based Zigbee protocol is a mesh network based
on wireless communication protocol. W ith this advance
technology can control the luminaire remotely, either
by dimming a bay of luminaire, monitor fault, energy
monitoring and system management activities.
For more information and photometric data please visit
www.ligman.com.
Photos by Ligman Lighting Co., Ltd

Innovation and design
PowerMission series are developed through the inspiration
of Energy Saving and Environmental Impact of Luminaire
to the society, main goal by replacing the conventional
lamp for future road and street lighting application.
Thorough research and intensive study has been made
to come up a highly engineered street lighting solution
not only by performance but also with aesthetic design,
this also allow designers to explore more possibility
incorporating in each design demand application.
Tremendously reduce the size and thickness of housing
while maintaining the integrity of robustness of luminaire
and utilizing fewer materials also contributes consuming
Earths natural resources.
Performance
W ith advance technology combination of LED lamp and
Optical Lens, PowerMission fill- up the gap between
conventional lamp and LED and address the demand of
road and street lighting requirements. PowerMission are
available in various type of lighting distribution such as
Type II, Type III, Type IV and Type ME. Optical technology
minimize light pollution but optimized the light distribution
to ensure that the desired illuminated area are properly lit,
by reducing the light trespass and zero upward light ratio
this insure that PowerMission are fully compliance with
Dark Sky requirements.
Equipped with premium reliable power supply units, with
high quality performance LEDs by CREE to ensure light
output are will maintain for a long period of time until end
of LED life span. The housing is made of high grade diecast aluminum and serves as a primary thermal device
ensuring the performance and extending the life span of
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Jiuzhou Greeble
Tube Series
By Jiuzhou Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd
www.scjz-led.com

LED Tube with CE Approved Specifications
Model No: JZT82-E4, JZT84-E7
Size: 0.6m and 1.2m
CRI: 80
Watt: 11W and 20W
Beam Angle: 120°
LM: 900lm and 1800lm
CCT: 3500K, 4100K, 5000K
Lifetime: 50,000Hours (5 years warranty)
Housing & Lampshade: PC and Aluminum

LED Tube with UL Approved Specifications
Model No: JZT82-D1, JZT84-D2
Size: 0.6m and 1.2m
CRI: 80
Watt: 9W and 18W
Beam Angle: 150°
Lumen: 950lm and 1850lm
CCT: 3500K, 4100K, 5000K
Lifetime: 50,000Hours (5 years warranty)
Housing & Lampshade: PC and Aluminum
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Main Features:
The embedded design ensures a perfect combination
of the power supply driver and tube aluminum shell,
giving it a beautiful appearance, good heat dissipation
and making it easy to maintain. The high-efficiency and
high-power factor with a constant current driver of high
quality not only ensures the stability of the product, but
also greatly reduces power consumption – saving 85%
of energy compared to incandescent lights or 60% of
energy compared to fluorescent lamps.
W ith low light decay and a high Colour Rendering Index,
it is a bright LED light source with stable light colour
that is more realistic and comfortable to the human
eye. The light is much softer and there is no flashing.
Using a standard fluorescent lamp cap, installation and
exchange is convenient as users can directly replace
their existing traditional fluorescent tubes. No mercury,
lead, hazardous substances, UV or infrared radiation is
used, making the product beneficial to human health
and the environment.

Applications
• Living room, bedroom, washroom
• School, office, hospital
• Factory, plant, warehouse
• Supermarket
• Emergency lighting
• Display case lighting
• Bus, shuttle, rail car, etc
Jiuzhou LED Tubes are highly efficient and are outstanding
replacements for fluorescent tubes.
• High efficiency
• Even light distribution
• Incredible heat dissipation
• No buzzing noise or fluorescent flickering
• No mercury, UV and IR radiation
• Less replacement to save maintenance cost
For more information, please visit www.scjz-led.com.
Photo Credits: Jiuzhou Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd
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LED Modules COB for
Retail Environments
By Vossloh Schwabe
Photo Credit: shutterstock.com

LUGA Shop Pearl White
Based on established COB technology with a ceramic
PCB, LUGA Shop Pearl White is the most recent LED
product made by Vossloh-Schwabe and the lighting star
of fashion stores.
Brilliant colours – comparable to those rendered with the
kind of tried-and-tested CHI ceramic-bur ner technology
commonly found in shop lighting – coupled with a
remarkably high light output of up to 150 lm/W and no
more than a minimal change in the module’s photometric
values over the course of its 50,000-hour service life
(L90/B10) all go to make LUGA Shop Pearl White a highly
efficient and effective means of illuminating fashion items.
W ith a CRI (colour rendering index) of more than 90, the
module ensures that the colours of illuminated products
are shown off to best effect – and serves to tur n fashion
into lifestyle.
•
•
•
•

Brilliant white effect
Optimised for use in the fashion sector
Colours comparable to ceramic-bur ner lamps
Minimal decrease in luminous flux L90/B10
(after 50,000 h)
• Highly efficient (up to 150 lm/W)
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LUGA Shop 2014
Higher efficiency for shop and fur niture store lighting.
One of the golden rules of shop lighting is ensuring that
products, presentations and lighting all complement each
other. The more suitable the respective luminaires are for
their specific tasks, the fewer luminaires will be needed. In
the interest of minimising investment and operating costs,
it is therefore important to set logical perception points.
The name of the game is to lower wattages while at the
same time increasing light output. In addition, excellent
colour rendering values take on special meaning, since
they serve to faithfully represent materials and colours to
consumers.
• Luminous flux values of 2,000 lm to 5,000 lm
• Minimal decrease in luminous flux L90/B10
(after 50,000 h)
• CRI > 80 or CRI > 90
• 10% increase in efficiency
For more information, please visit
www.vossloh-schwabe.com

BW-903 AR VW/CW/WW

BL-14-3 CW/WW

The BW-903 AR VW/CW/WW luminaire is specially designed to
replace traditional outdoor 400W discharge fixtures. The die-cast
housing and thermal control provides reliable performance. Their
great built-in programs produce instant light shows. It is designed
with 1KHz LED refreshing frequency and is flicker-free under HD
cameras. With their various beam angles, it is ideal for different
applications and the illumination of buildings, bridges, stadiums,
landscapes, theme parks and more.

The BL-14-3 CW/WW is a compact and IP66 LED fixture
that is ideal for illuminating building façades, pillars, statues,
walls, landscapes and advertisement billboards. Its diecast aluminum body and easy adjustment bracket makes
it perfect for light projection. With a thermal sensor and
excellent heat dissipation properties, the LEDs are protected
from overheating and ensure the luminaire’s reliability in
harsh environments. The various beam angles also meet the
needs of different applications. With high-performance, cost
effectiveness and long lifespan, this product is worth having!

By Acmetec Holdings Limited
www.acme.com.cn

Specifications:
Light Source: 90x3W CREE White LED
Color temperature: WW: 2900-3200K;
CW: 5300-5900K; VW: 2900-5600K
Lumen Output: > 17300lm
Power Consumption: 267W
IP Rating: IP66
Dimension: 400 x 385 x 195mm
Weight: 16.2Kgs

LUMARK CARETAKER
LED AREA LUMINAIRE
By Eaton’s Cooper Lighting Division
www.cooperlighting.com

Utilizing high-efficiency LED technology with precision-molded
optics, the Lumark Caretaker light-emitting diode (LED) Area
Luminaire provides exceptional performance, offering greater than
85 percent in annual energy and maintenance savings compared
to traditional high intensity discharge (HID) products. With its
rugged construction and versatile mounting options, the Caretaker
luminaire is ideal for area and dusk-to-dawn security lighting
applications.
Designed to replace up to 175-watt high intensity discharge (HID)
fixtures, the Lumark Caretaker consumes only 50 watts while
delivering more than 5,200 powerful lumens. Not only does this
offer ample lighting, it also allows more than 85 percent in annual
energy and maintenance savings. With lumen maintenance greater
than 84 percent at 36,000 hours, the Caretaker luminaire is virtually
maintenance-free for over 15 years.
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By Acmetec Holdings Limited
www.acme.com.cn

Specifications:
Light Source: 14 x 3W CREE XP-E LED
Color temperature: CW: 5300~5900K WW: 2900~3200K
Lumen Output: > 2000lm
Lens option: 10°/25°/40°/60°
Power Consumption: 37W
IP Rating: IP66
Dimension: 220 x 59.5 x 353mm
Weight: 4.3Kgs

SOURCE FOUR
MINI LED
By ETC
www.etcconnect.com

ETC is unveiling the much-anticipated LED version of the
Source Four Mini spotlight. Only 23cm long, the Source
Four Mini LED looks like its 50W tungsten counterpart, but
features an energy-efficient 12W, 35,000 hour LED lamp.
Available in portable, canopy ceiling mount and 3-circuit
track mount versions, the Source Four Mini LED can be
used alone or alongside the tungsten Source Four Mini in
installations where larger fixtures can’t fit. The Source Four
Mini LED is especially suited for architectural applications.

CORAL WALL WASHER
By Griven
www.griven.com

Meeting the most demanding architectural requirements, the
newly engineered CORAL features 64 premium quality high
RGBW, cold, warm or dynamic white power LEDs, coupled
with a variety of high build and design optics groups for the
utmost optical efficiency, balanced projection and photometric
flexibility. A successful product line extension, this versatile wall
washer allows a powerful output from a quite compact unit
body. The combination of RGBW LEDs offers an unprecedented
astonishing white light output quality, as well as a wider
variety of intermediate colour hues for an even broader range
of application purposes. The white light configurations stand
out for an unprecedented white light output and a stunning
visual rendering of warm tones, natural hues and cool shades
altogether.

RUBY MC
SPOTLIGHT
By Griven
www.griven.com

RUBY MC is a newly engineered, medium-sized rounded
spotlight which houses six high power RGBW full colour,
cold or dynamic white LEDs, as well as in-built electronics
and power supply unit. This stylish and versatile fixture is ideal
for spot lighting and wall grazing owing to the wide selection
of exchangeable optics groups available, ranging from spot
aperture beams to wide distribution. The colour changer
configuration is based on an efficient combination of strikingly
powerful RGBW full colour LEDs, while the cold and dynamic
white set-ups feature an unprecedented white light output
and a stunning visual rendering of warm tones, natural hues
and cool shades altogether.

High Capacity & Quality Control
Systems to suit any size of project & �xture type
Sophisticated, powerful & reliable solid state hardware
Interface & interact with other systems via remote access
Free timeline-based software with pixel mapped media eﬀects
Unique fully customisable touch screen controller
Unrivalled technical support
Manufactured in the UK with a 5 year warranty

© Philips/Steven King

Contact asia@pharoscontrols.com for further information
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JUPITER SERIES
LED STREET LIGHT
By Dongguan Kingsun Optoelectronic Co., Ltd.
www.kingsunlights.com

JZTYT-108

By Jiuzhou Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd
www.scjz-led.com
The special design of the JZTYT Oval Flood Light is waterproof
and has an adjustable 0-180° beam angle. It has high heat
conductivity, low luminous decay, pure light color and no
ghosting. No delayed startup and no waiting needed – it is safe
and removable too. With a cold light source, no heat radiation,
hydrargyrum, UV or IR radiation and any other contamination,
this product is environmentally friendly with no air pollution.

The Jupiter Series LED street light adopts an integrated
outline design which is compact and elegant. With
instant startup and cozy lighting output, it is ensured
with excellent performance. Also, the long lifespan,
high efficiency and cost effectiveness make it an
environmentally friendly product. It is expandable to
20W, 40W, and 60W, and is applicable in occasions like
roads in countryside, parks and residential areas.

Typical Applications
Factories, gymnasiums, yards, advertising boards, buildings,
lawns, garden designs and some other outdoor places where
spot lighting and light decoration is needed.
Specification
Watt: 18W, 24W, 36W, 72W, 108W
IP: 65
Working Temperature: -25°C to 50°C
Power Factor: >0.9
Voltage: AC220V, 50HZ
Electric resistance: Class I

GY9946LD HIGH POWER LED STREET LIGHT /
GY7636LD HIGH POWER LED STREET LIGHT
WITH UL CERTIFICATE
By Shanxi Guangyu LED Lighting Co., Ltd.
www.gyledlighting.com

The light housing adopted an aluminum alloy die-cast heat sink and is waterproof and dustproof. The surface
of the light has been treated specially with anodic oxidation and plastic spraying; and the whole light meets the
standard of IP65. The design of the independent light distribution device controls the light that comes from LED
within the requirements. It improves the uniformity of the light effect and light energy utilization that highlights the
LED street light energy saving advantage. This product has no glare and no flicker. It can eliminate the dazzling
effect, visual fatigue and disturbance aroused by traditional streetlights, improving the safety of drivers while on
the roads. The light’s streamline design gives it an elegant appearance.
GY9946LD
Power: 160-200w
Power Factor: ≥ 0.95
Lumen Output (lm): 11500-14400
Operating Voltage (V): 100-277AC

GY9946LD
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GY7636LD
Power: 80-140w
Power Factor: ≥ 0.95
Lumen Output (lm): 6400-11200
Operating Voltage (V): 100-277AC

GY7636LD

PIXELATE
By Birot-OLED
www.birot-oled.com

Pixelate is inspired by the undulating movement of a manta
ray sliding across the air. It combines its movement and shape
with modern chrome finishing and OLED light, creating an
unique element. It is totally hand-made combining several
weaved layers of stainless steel resulting in a surface of
randomly combined light and metal pixels. Pixelate takes
maximum advantage of the thin GL350 Philips Lumiblade
OLED Panel (only 3.3 mm) featuring an ultra-flat design.
Pixelate can change its form, shape and size under request,
to adapt itself for special lighting projects. Its design also
lends well to combine more than one PIXELATE to create
unique scenarios.

FIRMAMENT-1
By Ango
www.angoworld.com

The diffuser material to each piece of Firmament-1 is in
steel filigree created by hand that is subsequently coated in
nickel before being plated in gold. The lampholder is in nickel
coated steel, and contains a warm white 2 watt G9 LED light
source (equivalent to around 25 watts halogen). This design
also comes with the diffuser in nickel finish as an option.

CRESTRON CLWI
WIRELESS LIGHT SWITCH
By Crestron Asia Ltd.
www.crestronasia.com

The CLWI is not only your average light switch, but also an
integrated dimmer and keypad making it perfect for new or
retrofit 230 Volt applications. Featuring Crestron reliable infiNet
EX® wireless technology, CLWI can be installed in virtually any
location without using any control wire anytime. Hundred ways
of switching or control are also possible on the same infiNet EX®
connection. A wide choice of faceplate surrounds in different
colors is available. Complement with Crestron wireless sensor
and control module, you can integrate all devices in your space
and enjoy your green life easily.

CREE CXA
HIGH-DENSITY
LED ARRAYS
By Cree
www.cree.com

Three new LED arrays redefine what is possible for LED
lighting in high-intensity applications. The XLamp®
CXA2590, CXA1850 and CXA1310 High-Density LED
Arrays double the light output of existing standarddensity CXA LED arrays without increasing the size. This
unparalleled increase in lumen density delivers new levels
of light intensity, which enables the complete replacement
of ceramic metal halide (CMH) light sources, expands the
possibilities of LED spotlights and enables applications that
could not be addressed by previous LED technologies.
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GY530Y290GK IP65 HIGH
POWER LED INDUSTRIAL
LIGHT WITH UL/DLC
CERTIFICATES
By Shanxi Guangyu LED Lighting Co., Ltd.
www.gyledlighting.com

GYT8SD SUPER LONG
LIFE SPAN T8 TUBE
By Shanxi Guangyu LED Lighting Co., Ltd.
www.gyledlighting.com

The GYT8SD is easy to install and has a super long lifespan,
which is several times longer than the traditional fluorescent
tube. It is environmentally friendly and safe; the light and tube
body are made of plastic and aluminum alloy with no mercury.
Standard dimensions can be replaced without changing the
present one. With no flicker, there is no discomfort to eyes.

This industrial light is packaged by independent intellectual property
multichip integrated technology, with little light decay, pure light
colour and has no double image. The unique heat dissipation design,
combined with the perfect electric box housing, can dissipate heat
effectively, dropping interior temperatures and maintains the lifespan
of the light source and power supply. The structure of the heat sink
is tight and beautiful; its surface has been treated by anticathode
oxidation and anticorrosive processing to achieve the IP65 standard,
which is anti-corrosion, waterproof and dustproof. The light fixture
has remarkable energy-saving qualities, and it is environmentally
friendly – lead-free, mercury-free and without any pollutant.
Power: 135-220w
Power Factor: ≥ 0.95
Lumen Output (lm): 10800-17600
Operating Voltage (V): 100-277AC

Power: 10-24w
Power Factor: ≥ 0.96-0.99
Lumen Output (lm): 800-2300
Operating Voltage (V): 90~260AC

AXOR LAMPSHOWER
By Nendo
www.hansgrohe-int.com

Oki Sato, the creative brain behind the Japanese design studio
Nendo, magically fuses light and water with the new Axor
LampShower. “Neither a lamp nor a shower, it is a hybrid,”
says the 35-year-old Sato. The lightness of the visual design
and the combination of light and water impart a heightened
sensual dimension on the shower. Contributing to this effect
are the wide-rimmed shower crest and the warm ambient
lighting. “The natural blending of light and water in the new
Axor LampShower gives the bathroom a cozier feel, and, by
doing so, it contributes significantly towards decreasing the
pace of our increasingly hectic lives,” explains Philippe Grohe.
Axor presents the LampShower in a ceiling-mounted and a
wall-mounted version. In addition to the standard chrome
finish, the products can be individualized with the application
of a range of special finishes through the Axor Manufaktur.

AZCEL LT8B-P
SERIES
By AZ e-lite
www.azelite.com

The LT8B is a perfect replacement for T8 fluorescent tubes
without the need for a ballast or starter. The AZCEL P Series is
targeted at professional users in applications where high lumen
output is required. With sophisticated thermal management
and high quality components, the P Series is able to achieve
125lm/W with high energy savings. It is also easy to install
with twice the life span of T8 fluorescent tubes with the added
benefit of containing no harmful mercury.
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JZGU10-E

LUTRON ECOSYSTEM®
LED DRIVER

JZMR16-E

By Lutron Electronics
www.lutron.com/LED

JZGU10-E / JZMR16-E
JIUZHOU GREEBLE
LED SPOTLIGHT
By Jiuzhou Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd
www.scjz-led.com

An eco-friendly alternative to halogen MR16/GU10 with the same compact
profile, the LED spotlight can directly replace halogen equivalents in size
and shape. With different beam angle options, an excellent design for
thermal management, and GU5.3 or GU10 base, this spotlight can be
used for different applications. It is also highly energy saving and less
replacements needed, thus saving maintenance costs. Ideal for use in
homes, hotels, offices, exhibition halls and shopping malls.
JZGU10-E
Watt: 3w, 5w, 6w
Replacement: 15W, 25W, 35W
Lumens: 160lm, 230lm, 350lm
Size: 50*58mm
CCT: 2700K, 4000K, 6500K
CRI: >80
Beam angle: 24°/36°
Voltage: 100-240V/50-60HZ
Lifetime: 20,000 hours

Lutron’s
EcoSystem®
LED
drivers
provide
continuous, flicker-free constant current dimming
for most common LED fittings including downlights,
pendants, coves and strips. The 5-series drivers can
dim LEDs down to 5% and the A-series drivers down
to 1%. Both series have patented thermal foldback
mechanism and a rated lifetime of 50,000 hours. All
drivers are 100% performance tested and burned it
at factory. With Lutron drivers, LEDs can turn on to
any dimmed level without going to full brightness.
Digitally configured zones can be changed without
re-wiring. All Lutron LED drivers offer guaranteed
performance with Ecosystem® controls from Lutron.

JZMR16-E
Watt: 3w, 4.5w, 5.5w
Replacement: 15W, 25W, 35W
Lumens: 160lm, 210lm, 350lm
Size: 50*48mm
CCT: 2700K, 4000K, 6500K
CRI: >80
Beam angle: 24°/36°
Voltage: AC/DC 12V/50-60HZ
Lifetime: 20,000 hours

RIO A
AUDIO TRIGGERED LIGHTING
CONTROL
By Pharos Architectural Controls
www.pharoscontrols.com

The RIO A provides audio triggering options for the family of Pharos
lighting controllers. A stereo, line level audio input enables users to
create various sophisticated real-time sound to light effects, including
multi band spectrum analysis to achieve ‘light organ’ or intensity
effects. Audio triggering can also be utilised to drive timelines, to
produce unique animated media and colour effects.

POWER COB
LED TRACK LIGHT
By Dongguan Kingsun Optoelectronic Co., Ltd.
www.kingsunlights.com

Kingsun’s newly designed power COB LED
track light, used Kingsun’s own developed
power COB light engine as the key part,
adopting CITIZEN COB as light source.
The track light uses an integrated LED light
source circuit and a thermal management
system in a single compact unit. The uniquely
designed integrated heat sink structure, with
cold heading technology, heat is efficiently
transferred away from the LEDs and enables a
steam airflow, which can enhance the effect of
heat dissipation. The power ranges from 14W,
21W, 27W; and the available beam angles are
24°, 32°, 48°. Adjustable 355° horizontally
and 90° vertically, the product is suitable for
different applications, especially in retail lighting
in shopping malls, window displays, flagship
stores and more.

RIOs connect remotely over an Ethernet network to any Pharos
control system. Any project can be transformed into a creative sound
activated installation when utilising a RIO A, ideal for both architectural
and entertainment applications.
The RIO A also supports Linear Time Code (LTC), which enables
synchronisation with third party show control systems. MIDI
connections also provide triggering options and synchronisation from
MIDI devices.
Other Remote Devices in the range
provide connections for inputs
configured as contact closures,
digital or analogue inputs and
isolated relay outputs as well as a
bi-directional RS232/RS485 serial
port. The RIO D provides userfriendly DALI control – both as a
master and slave DALI device. All
Pharos hardware is scalable to suit
any size system, with the flexibility to
expand or adapt at any time.
All Pharos hardware is manufactured
in the United Kingdom with a 5 year
warranty.
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Calendar Of Events 2010

September
BEX ASIA / LIGHTING ASIA, September 1-3
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
Email: bexasia@reedexpo.com.sg
www.bex-asia.com

Events &
Expositions
2014

ECOBUILD SOUTHEAST ASIA, September 17-19
Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC),
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +603 2176 8788
www.ecobuildsea.com
100% DESIGN, September 17-20
Earls Court London, UK
Email: info@100percentdesign.co.uk
www.100percentdesign.co.uk

BMAM EXPO ASIA 2014, September 18-20
IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Centre,
Bangkok, Thailand
www.maintenance-asia.com
LEDS & THE SSL ECOSYSTEM, September 22-24
Omni Parker House Hotel, Boston,
Massachusettes, USA
www.ledsconference.com
LED PROFESSIONAL SYMPOSIUM + EXPO, September 30-October 2
Bregenz, Austria
Email: symposium@led-professional.com
www.led-professional-symposium.com

October
HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL LIGHTING FAIR (AUTUMN EDITION),
October 27-30
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre
Email: exhibitions@hktdc.org
www.hktdc.com/hklightingfairae
STRATEGIES IN LIGHT EUROPE, October 21-23
M.O.C Event Centre,
Munich, Germany
www.sileurope.com

November
INTERLIGHT MOSCOW POWERED BY LIGHT + BUILDING,
November 11-14
Moscow Expocentre Fairgrounds,
Moscow, Russia
www.interlight.messefrankfurt.ru
ECOLIGHTTECH ASIA 2014, November 12-14
Plenary Halls, Queen Sirikit National Convention Centre,
Bangkok, Thailand
Email: ecolight@Qsncc.com
www.ecolight-tech.com
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2nd International Tradeshow for Green Technologies
and Innovations in Lighting

HOST ORGANIZER:

MEDIA PARTNER:

OFFICIAL SUPPORTER:

EXCLUSIVE FINANCIAL
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Bring your
imagination
to life

Version 1.1 – 25 October 2013

Every urban area has their unique
assortment of buildings and
monuments that reveal its heritage.
Lighting plays an importance role in
illuminating the city and adds a whole
new dimension to the night scape.
With tens of thousands of high-profile
installations in more than 100 countries
around the world, Philips Color Kinetics
has the complete range of product
portfolio and track record to prove
the longevity and reliability of its LED
lighting solutions.
Explore the endless possibilities
and bring your imagination to life
with Philips Color Kinetics.

Dragon Bridge
Vietnam, Da Nang

Visit www.philips.com.sg/lighting or
email lighting.b2b@philips.com for more information.

